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Teens Exploited Through Job Flyers
BARRY CHEUNG
Staff Writer
According to NBC Los Angeles,
job advertisements were posted along
the walls and telephone poles near the
schools of Downey in the month of July.
The advertisements offered $150
to $400 a week with provided
transportation. Officials immediately deemed it a fake job targeted to exploit teens and said
that those jobs could place teens
in dangerous situations.
“Issues like this is what messes
up our society,” junior Matthew
Dominguez said. “The things we
see and hear in public can’t be
trusted anymore like those job
ads or announcements.”
Teen job advertisements are
seen at ordinary places or highly
populated areas in the community. According to a message
released by the Downey School
District, these advertisements are
often hoaxes and fronts of teen
exploitation. It comes in different forms, such as commercial
sexual exploitation of youths
and teen manipulation to market
a product or have teens be the
market itself.
“I find that to be really sketchy,” junior Raymond Huynh said. “I would
only apply for [from] businesses that I
know for sure are legitimate, not some
random flyer or poster that I would see

on the streets.”
In addition, as mentioned by the Chicago Tribune, summer job flyers were
placed in Chicago neighborhoods and
were spread through social media sites.
The flyers promised 10,000 summer jobs
that did not require people with experi-

ence, but required a student ID or state
ID. The ad was claimed as fraudulent by
officials because the only way to be employed as a youth is online through the
One Summer Chicago website.

“I find things like these jobs purely
twisted,” sophomore Stella Lin said. “A
person should never be put into a position where they are in peril when all they
are trying to do is make some money in
the economy we have today.”
To ensure the legitimacy of job advertisements, teens need to take two
crucial steps: be hyper-vigilant of
the details and check the validity of the advertisement. In addition, personal information should
never be given until it has been
confirmed that it is a legitimate
job source.
“To see if a job is legitimate,
[we at the Career Center] check
out the company’s website to see
if it is a legal one, if they have a
business license, if they are active in the city, if they have had
complaints filed against them and
sometimes perform spot checks
on the business,” Registered Dietitian Nutrition and Career Tech
Education Specialist Judy Huffaker said.
Teen exploitation is considered
a crime and the potential threat of
teens being exploited by these job
advertisements add onto the crime
by posing a rate of danger if taken
lightly by the teens in the community. To stay safe, Alhambra teens should
look over, research and ask their friends
and family about their thoughts on the
legality of any job ad.
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THE BOYBAND PROJECT On Sept. 26,
AHS students attended the performance of the
Boyband Project, who travel around California
to perform at various high schools.
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AHS ’14-’15 Science and Mathematics Course Changes
JOSEPH NEY-JUN
Staff Writer

sue, they recommended that the course be split into two
years so that students could gain a deeper understanding
of physics.
Alhambra High School’s science and mathematics
The first year, AP Physics 1, does not require students
courses have faced some adjustments for the 2014-2015
to have taken the regular physics course beforehand. Acschool year.
cording to College Board, the AP Physics 1 will cover the
The AP Biology class, taught by Jennie Malonek, was
equivalent of one semester of college level content. The
cut because not enough students were in the class. A class
second year, AP Physics 2, will cover the next semester
requires a minimum number of 26 students so that it is
of content. Two new AP Exams have been created, one
not dissolved. Malonek’s AP
for each year, of AP Physics.
Biology class did not meet this
In the Math Department,
While I do understand that it was necessary to cancel the
requirement after a number of
Elementary Calculus was reAP Biology class, I think things could have been planned
students transferred out of the
moved, and students that had
class.
better. We were informed very suddenly [and] had few opsigned up for it were placed
AP Biology is now offered
into Calculus AB. The Calculus
tions in choosing our new classes [...]. On the plus side, we
as a ninth period, and it is a
class also had an enrollment iswere able to enroll in an independent study course.
self-study course. The students
sue, with only 23 students apmeet on Wednesdays after
plying.
-Aya Jishi
school to work, where Malo“I will fight to have elemennek provides direction.
ever, the number of students is too low to qualify as a full tary calculus in the curriculum next year,” said AlhamThe new ninth period class does add to the student’s class, with only nineteen students.
bra Math Department Chair, Paul Stein said. “If students
total GPA, but is not weighted like other AP classes. At
The AP Physics program has also seen changes. Ac- want to take a class, they should not make the decision
the end of the school year, the students may still take the cording to College Board, the National Resource Council based on the teacher and other factors, but how much
AP Biology exam.
conducted a study on the former AP Physics programs they want to take it. Class cuts were a school and district
“While I do understand that it was necessary to can- throughout the country and concluded that many impor- decision, but it ultimately depends on the interest that the
cel the AP Biology class, I think things could have been tant topics were being covered lightly. To correct this is- students express in a class, that is the final decision.”
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planned better. We were informed very suddenly, had
few options in choosing our new classes and have had
very few new students. On the plus side, we were able
to enroll in an independent study course, so at least the
students who are dedicated are given an opportunity to
learn the material,” senior Aya Jishi said.
A new Environmental Science class was formed to hold
the excess of students who wanted the class. The students
from AP Biology were placed in the class as well; how-
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